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Part 1 Introduction
This national supplement sets out supporting guidance for members on the application of RICS Valuation –
Global Standards (Red Book Global Standards) to valuations undertaken subject to German jurisdiction.
It places fresh emphasis on the fact that the content is supplemental to that in Red Book Global
Standards, and not in substitution for it. This removes the need for an overall Introduction reproducing
that in Red Book Global Standards.

Scope
1
This national supplement complements Red Book Global Standards, which incorporates the latest
International Valuation Standards, and local statutory requirements in respect of the valuation of real estate
property.
2
This document is intended to highlight only the significant differences in terminology and in the
content or coverage of valuation standards.
The following conventions are adopted throughout:
•

Terms defined in the Red Book Global Standards Glossary are shown in italics.

•

References to Red Book Global Standards use the relevant global section identifier only, e.g. PS 1, VPS
1, VPGA 1, etc.

Status of this RICS national supplement
3
This national supplement includes mandatory German professional standards (GPS) and valuation
technical and performance standards (GVPS), as well as advisory valuation practice guidance applications
(GVPGA). Members must comply with mandatory requirements and are strongly encouraged to follow
GVPGAs as a matter of best practice when undertaking valuation assignments subject to German
jurisdiction.
More specifically:
•

Where recommendations are made for specific professional tasks, these are intended to represent
best practice, i.e. recommendations that in the opinion of RICS meet a high standard of professional
competence.

•

Members conforming to the practices recommended in this national supplement should have at least a
partial defence against an allegation of negligence.

•

In the event of a legal dispute, a court or tribunal may require a member to explain why they deviated
from best practice recommended in this national supplement. Also, if members have not followed this
national supplement and their actions are questioned in an RICS disciplinary case, they will be asked to
explain their actions, and this may be considered by the RICS Panel.

•

In addition to this national supplement, professional statements and guidance notes are relevant to
professional competence in that each member should adhere to and have knowledge of relevant RICS
standards and guidance within a reasonable time of their coming into effect.
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4
This national supplement reflects case law and legislation as at its date of publication. Members are
responsible for establishing whether any changes in case law or legislation after the date of publication
have an impact on the guidance in this document.

Effective date
5

This national supplement takes effect immediately upon publication.

Naming conventions explained
Description

Status

Inclusions

Comments

Standards

Mandatory

∫ International Valuation
Standards (IVS) as issued by
the International Valuation
Standards Council (IVSC).

The IVS are adopted and
applied by RICS in Red Book
Global Standards, being crossreferenced throughout.

∫ RICS professional standards –
denoted by the prefix PS.
∫ RICS valuation technical and
performance standards –
denoted by the prefix VPS.
Guidance

Advisory

∫ RICS valuation practice
guidance applications –
denoted by the prefix VPGA.

VPGAs are advisory and
not mandatory in content.
However, they alert members
(where appropriate) to relevant
mandatory material contained
elsewhere in this Red Book
supplement, including to the
relevant IVS, by the inclusion of
appropriate cross-references.

RICS also separately publishes guidance from time to time on other valuation topics in the form of
guidance notes. Such material is advisory in nature. It is available on the RICS website.
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Part 2 Valuation standards
Overview
1
The purpose of this document is to assist valuers who are members of RICS in ensuring that a
valuation undertaken in accordance with Red Book Global Standards is also compliant with applicable
legislation, regulation and professional practice in Germany.
2
Globally recognised high-level valuation principles and definitions are now embodied in the IVS,
published by the IVSC. RICS has long been a supporter of, and contributor to, the development of such
global standards, and not only fully embraces such standards but also proactively supports their adoption
by others around the world. Before considering how these shared objectives are put into practice on the
ground, it is helpful to explain the derivation and purpose of Red Book Global Standards in more detail.

Applicable RICS standards
1
RICS Valuation – Global Standards, commonly referred to as Red Book Global Standards, formally
recognises and adopts the latest IVS, therefore requiring members to follow them. It also complements the
IVS by providing detailed guidance and specific requirements concerning their practical implementation.
2
Expectations regarding member and firm conduct are set through the application of the RICS Rules
of Conduct and the RICS Global Professional and Ethical Standards, and such conduct is assured through a
well-established system of regulation. This ensures the positioning of members and firms as the leading
global providers of IVS-compliant valuations.
3
To assist members working in different countries or under different jurisdictions with the practical
application of Red Book Global Standards in individual national or local contexts, RICS issues a number
of jurisdiction-specific national supplements, highlighting additional steps that may be taken to make a
valuation that is compliant with both locally required standards and Red Book Global Standards.
4

Members are reminded that:

•

All members who undertake valuations are required to comply with the RICS Valuer Registration
requirements. Full details of the requirements can be found at www.rics.org/vrs

•

All members who are RICS Registered Valuers are obliged to follow Red Book Global Standards as
the primary valuation standard. Departures from Red Book Global Standards are permitted in certain
specified circumstances (see PS 1 sections 4 and 6). Compliance with jurisdictional standards (which
may extend to matters not covered in Red Book Global Standards, such as compulsory acquisition) is
also recognised as proper in the circumstances described in PS 1 section 4.

•

When an allegation of professional negligence is made against a member, a court or tribunal may take
into account the contents of Red Book Global Standards in deciding whether or not the member acted
with reasonable competence.

•

Members are reminded to ensure, when conducting their professional activities in Germany, that they
are also following any appropriate country-, state- or municipality-specific regulations and guidance.
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Part 3 Glossary of German real
estate terms
German term

Commentary

Baugesetzbuch (BauGB; Federal
Building Code)

The principal legislation governing urban planning in
Germany.

Beleihungswert (mortgage lending
value)

Beleihungswert is a basis of value that, in accordance with
Section 16 (2) of the Pfandbriefgesetz (Mortgage Bonds Act):
‘must not exceed the value resulting
from a prudent assessment of the future
marketability of a property by taking into
account the long-term sustainable aspects
of the property, the normal regional market
condition and the current and possible
alternative uses. Speculative elements
must not be taken into consideration. The
mortgage lending value must not exceed
a market value calculated in a transparent
manner and in accordance with a recognized
valuation method.’
Mortgage lending value is designed to ensure debt
servicing capacity for the property during the period of the
loan and realisation of the collateral securities, without the
credit institution suffering any losses of capital. Cautious
valuations and safety margins are intended to protect the
owners of mortgage bonds against defaults and market
fluctuations.

Beleihungswertermittlungsverordnung (BelWertV)

Mortgage Lending Valuation Ordinance.

Bewirtschaftungskosten (BWK)

Management costs (non-recoverable) which, according
to Section 19 of the ImmoWertV (Real Estate Valuation
Ordinance), include the costs of administration,
maintenance costs, the risk of vacancy and collection
losses.

Bodenrichtwert (BRW)

Standard land value. According to Section 196 of the BauGB
(Federal Building Code), the Gutachterausschuss (local expert
committees) publish comparable land values, taking into
account the development status of the land.
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German term

Commentary

Bodenrichtwertrichtlinie (BRW-RL)

Guidelines for determination of land value.

Ertragswertrichtlinie (EW-RL)

Guidelines for determination of income value.

Gutachterausschuss (local expert
committee)

Expert committee to determine land values, covering a
local administrative area and consisting of local authority
experts and suitably qualified professionals.

Immobilienwertermittlungsverordnung (ImmoWertV)

Real Estate Valuation Ordinance.

Liegenschaftszinssatz (LSZ)

Average capitalization interest rate which, according
to Section 193 of the BauGB (Federal Building Code),
is published by the Gutachterausschuss (local expert
committee), taking account of the type of property.

Ortsübliche Vergleichsmiete

Local reference rent defined in Section 558 (2) of the
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB; German Civil Code). It is
assessed on the basis of evidence from lettings of
comparable residential space in the surrounding area. It is
used to determine the maximum level to which rent can be
increased by the landlord for an existing tenancy, and can
also be one of the factors used to determine rents for new
lettings. It only applies to unsubsidised residential units.

Pfandbriefgesetz

German Mortgage Bond Act.

Sachwertrichtlinie (SW-RL)

Guidelines for determination of depreciated replacement
cost.

Valuation date, quality date and
condition of the property

The valuation date and the quality date may differ for
certain types of assignment.
Pursuant to Section 4 (1) of the ImmoWertV (Real Estate
Valuation Ordinance), the quality date is the date on which
the condition of the property that provides the basis for
the valuation is assessed. This corresponds to the valuation
date, unless the condition of the property as of a different
date is critical on legal or other grounds.
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German term

Commentary

Vergleichswertrichtlinie (VW-RL)

Guidelines for determination of comparative value.

Verkehrswert (market value)

Verkehrswert is a basis of value defined in Section 194 of the
Baugesetzbuch (BauGB; Federal Building Code) as follows:
‘the price which would be achieved in an
ordinary transaction at the time when the
assessment is made, taking into account
the existing legal circumstances and the
actual characteristics, general condition and
location of the property or other object of
assessment, without consideration being
given to any extraordinary or personal
circumstances’.
While the wording is not the same as the international
definition of market value in Red Book Global Standards
and IVS, the intention behind it is identical. Therefore,
in practice the valuation result to be reported as the
Verkehrswert in accordance with Section 194 of the BauGB
will be the same as would be reported in accordance with
the IVS definition of market value. It is also the case that
market value in accordance with the IVS definition may
be reported as the Verkehrswert, even though a valuation
method may have been used that is not prescribed in the
ImmoWertV (Real Estate Valuation Ordinance).
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Part 4 National background and
standards
Background
1
This RICS guidance for the German market only applies to assets or liabilities in the form of
developed and undeveloped land. It does not cover other forms of asset covered by Red Book Global
Standards.
2
Where valuation assignments are performed under German law or in a German jurisdiction,
it should be noted that German laws, ordinances, guidance notes and regulations may exceed the
requirements laid down in Red Book Global Standards and the IVS.
3
Red Book Global Standards recognises that it is proper for members to comply with other,
additional valuation standards where these apply within a particular jurisdiction, provided it is clear
which standards are being adopted. This does not preclude the valuation being declared as performed in
accordance with Red Book Global Standards.
4
It is mandatory to comply with the minimum terms of engagement set out in VPS 1, which adopts
IVS 101, but additional detail regarding the scope or the depth of the valuation assignment may be
included in a contract. These adjustments are intended to ensure that clients and employers of members
receive the highest possible level of service, in accordance with Red Book Global Standards and German
law.
5
The RICS Germany Valuation Professional Group may publish supplementary guidance as
necessary.

Valuation regulations – summary
1
In Germany, the regulations for valuation are relatively strict by comparison with other countries
and are subject to federal legislation.
2
One of the main bases of value is Verkehrswert, which is defined in Section 194 of the BauGB. A more
detailed set of valuation principles and methods are set out in ImmoWertV 2010.
3
Valuations for mortgage lending purposes are regulated by the Pfandbriefgesetz and the BelWertV.
These regulations require a specific basis of value known as Beleihungswert, defined in the glossary.
4
Application of these standards in the context of a Red Book Global Standards valuation is set out in
Parts 5 and 6 of this national supplement.
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Qualification requirements
1
In general, real estate valuation professionals are not subject to regulation in Germany but,
depending on the valuation purpose, a well-established professional structure exists and several
organisations represent and register professional valuers.
2
Valuers undertaking a mortgage lending valuation must have an approved qualification as outlined
in Section 6 of the BelWertV.
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Part 5 German professional and
valuation standards – mandatory
Professional standards
GPS 1 Compliance with valuation standards in German jurisdiction
1
Members must take care to ensure compliance with German law and any other authoritative
requirements when providing valuation services (as defined in PS 1) that are subject to German
jurisdiction. For the avoidance of doubt, the requirements and supporting guidance set out here modify or
supplement Red Book Global Standards, with which members undertaking or supervising valuation services
must otherwise continue to comply at all times.
Implementation
2
It is important that members are aware not only of their general obligations under German law,
but are also alert to specific requirements that may arise according to the particular valuation assignment
on which they are engaged, under secondary legislation or regulation, or from other authoritative
requirements.
3
Compliance with such requirements will often be a matter for a valuer’s client in the first instance,
but the valuer is expected to provide the necessary professional advice to support the client in discharging
that responsibility. Occasionally, however, a responsibility or duty may be placed directly on the valuer.

Valuation technical and performance standards
GVPS 1 Duty of care to third parties
1
With regard to the fulfilment of the ‘duty of care to third parties’ in PS 2, depending on the client,
statutory or regulatory provisions may apply in the case of written valuations in German jurisdictions.
These relate to the nature and frequency of reports, their underlying assumptions and also the
requirement for their publication. Such regulations are mandatory.
2
In cases of ‘disclosures where the public has an interest or upon which third parties may rely’ (PS
2), depending on the client, binding statutory or regulatory provisions may apply for valuations in German
jurisdictions.

GVPS 2 Valuation for secured lending transactions
1
Normal valuation practice in Germany for a valuation instruction from a credit institution is to
determine a Verkehrswert (market value) and a Beleihungswert (mortgage lending value), and to report
both of these values in a joint report. This practice is permissible, provided that the Verkehrswert and the
Beleihungswert are determined separately from one another and that the report clearly identifies and
distinguishes between these two bases of value. Reports should be structured so that the calculations
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themselves, and the underlying assumptions for the market value and the mortgage lending value, are
presented separately in the report.
2
In accordance with the valuation purpose, mortgage lending value is generally reported free from
encumbrances, i.e., excluding any encumbrances entered in the land register. For assignments whose
purpose is the determination of a market value and a mortgage lending value, for the sake of comparison
a market value free from encumbrances – a market value prior to deduction of the value of encumbrances
secured in rem (against the property) – should be reported. The basis of value must in all cases be made
explicit, including all assumptions or special assumptions made.

GVPS 3 Market value, Verkehrswert and BauGB
1
Through the ImmoWertV, the state has issued detailed regulations for the determination of
Verkehrswert in accordance with Section 194 of the BauGB. The general principles laid down in the
ImmoWertV have been recognised and supported in a large number of rulings under German case law.
2
The ImmoWertV regulations have been supplemented by guidance notes for individual valuation
methods. Since the guidance notes are not generally binding, valuers may determine market value in
accordance with VPS 4 and also report this as the Verkehrswert in accordance with Section 194 of the
BauGB, without full application of the provisions of the ImmoWertV. In particular, market value may be
derived from methods other than the valuation methods indicated in the ImmoWertV.
3
The valuation report should specify whether the valuation has been produced in line with the
principles and rules of procedure specified in the ImmoWertV.
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Part 6 German valuation practice
guidance applications – advisory
GVPGA 1 Valuation reports
1

All of the provisions of VPS 3 are consistent with the principles of German legislation.

2
However, because the regulatory requirements for Beleihungswert, set out in Section 5 of BelWertV,
are more stringent than the requirements laid down in VPS 3, additional comments may be required on
the following issues when valuing for mortgage lending purposes:
•

eligibility as collateral

•

realisability as collateral and lettability, and

•

potential purchasers and users.

GVPGA 2 Market rent and Ortsübliche Vergleichsmiete
1
The basis of value for the market rent as defined in VPS 4 corresponds to the rent that is realisable
in the case of a new letting of the leased property, subject to the specific terms in the tenancy agreement.
It is important to recognise that the market rent may differ from the Ortsübliche Vergleichsmiete (local
reference rent – see glossary), which has a critical impact on residential rent increases. Valuers should
ensure that the Ortsübliche Vergleichsmiete is applied in relevant situations.

GVPGA 3 Assumptions and special assumptions
1
It is important to emphasise that, in accordance with VPS 4, all assumptions and special assumptions
that are relevant for the valuation must be agreed with the client, included in the terms of engagement and
fully set out in the valuation report.
2
German valuation practice does not usually include the underlying valuation assumptions in a
separate chapter of the valuation report. Instead, they are presented and explained in the description,
with the subject of the valuation assessed in the appropriate context. For example, the description of
the building will note the assumption that a building permit has been issued for a property to be valued,
while the assumption of leasing on normal contractual terms will be covered in the chapter on the leasing
situation.
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